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WELCOME & INTRODUCTION
DEVOTION

• Welcome to our virtual and online faculty, and any other guests!

• Tonight’s topics

– Flipping the Classroom: using class time for deeper learning and 

analysis

– Efficient Grading: substantive feedback while staying mindful of our time

• Devotion – Sandra Jahns



JESUS FLIPPED THE WORLD  
• An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. Lev. 19:21-22 vs.  Love your enemies, bless them that 

curse you. Luke 6: 27-36

• If someone takes your shirt or sues you for it, then give them your coat too. (Matthew 5)

• Just consider Andrew, Peter, James and John, teenage fisherman working in the family business, in 
mere moments they were fishing souls for Jesus. (Matthew, Mark, Luke)

• How about our day to day lives today, can we turn our eyes to Christ this Lenten season?  Can we 
cut the complaints and flip to praise and thanks?  How might we flip ourselves visibly so others can 
see us and know us by our actions.  How can we demonstrate that Christianity, is the great 
commission wrapped up in the greatest command to love God, followed by:  Love your neighbor as 
yourself. (Mark, Matthew)

• The greatest flip, in the history of mankind, not a worldly flip, but changing death to life, not short 
life here on earth, like Lazarus or the daughter of Jarius, but eternal, infinite life.   Please pray the 
Lords prayer with me.   



Please Pray

Our Father who art in heaven, Hallowed 

be thy name.
10Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done 

on earth, as it is in heaven.
11 Give us this day our daily bread.
12And forgive us our trespasses, as we 

forgive those who trespass against us;
13And lead us not into temptation, but 

deliver us from evil: For thine is the 

kingdom, and the power, and the glory, 

for ever and ever.   Amen.



FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM
➢What does it mean?

• Shifting typical in-class activities to student homework/prep time

• Using active class time for deeper analytical discussions

• “(Students) gain first exposure to new material outside of class, usually via reading 

or lecture videos, and then use class time to do the harder work of assimilating that 

knowledge, perhaps through problem-solving, discussion, or debates.” (Brame, 2013)

➢Why would we do it?

• Optimize the “student to instructor” engagement time, and foster a more cohesive 

learning community

• “In terms of Bloom’s revised taxonomy (2001), this means that students are doing the 

lower levels of cognitive work (gaining knowledge and comprehension) outside of class, 

and focusing on the higher forms of cognitive work (application, analysis, 

synthesis, and/or evaluation) in class, where they have the support of their peers 

and instructor.” (Brame, 2013)



ADVANTAGES AND KEY ELEMENTS

➢What are the advantages?

• Discussions and feedback in real time; more collaborative learning and “student to 

student” engagement

• “Peer instruction” enhances learning and retention for students

• Several published scholarly research studies show evidence that flipping the classroom 

can produce significant learning gains

➢Key Elements

• Provide an opportunity for students to gain first exposure prior to class.

• Provide an incentive for students to prepare for class.

• Provide a mechanism to assess student understanding.

• Provide in-class activities that focus on higher level cognitive activities.



HOW TO FLIP YOUR CLASSROOM
➢How is it done?

• “An assignment-based model in which students produce work (writing, problems, 

etc.) prior to class. The students receive productive feedback through the 

processing activities that occur during class, reducing the need for the instructor to 

provide extensive written feedback on the students’ work.” (Brame, 2013)

• Students presenting mini-lectures and conceptual questions

• Checking knowledge with Zoom polls – anonymous reporting of student 

comprehension

• Results might indicate need to review particular concepts again – perhaps in small 

groups/breakout rooms with instructor circulating, for more focused attention

➢Simplifying Flipped Learning, Jon Bergmann  (~6 minutes)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hwu3xqbMKw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hwu3xqbMKw


PAUSE TO REFLECT

• What are 1 or 2 takeaways from this model that you could 

use in your classes?

• How could you use this approach to improve your own 

teaching (and learning)?



EFFICIENT GRADING AND FEEDBACK:
DISCUSSION BOARDS

➢Expectations

• Assess student work in discussion boards as any other assignment:

o Timely

o Give feedback

o Use rubrics

• Engage and participate in discussions!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://michaelmilton.org/2020/06/11/idea-the-way-to-write-a-discussion-board-post-in-online-teaching-and-learning/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


BEST PRACTICES:
DISCUSSION BOARDS

Best Practices



BEST PRACTICES:
WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS

➢Have a plan

• What is my purpose?

• What am I assessing?

➢Organize

• Group like assignments together

➢Don’t point out every single error

• Point out trends to students – once you point it out, can they find where else it occurs?

➢Use your tools

• Trying a new tool may not feel efficient at first, but is efficient in the long run

• Rubrics (is there is a specific program rubric?)

• Audio/video feedback (handout with screenshots available here)

• Inline grading in Blackboard

https://celt.cuw.edu/wp-content/uploads/Provide-Audio-and-Video-Assignment-Feedback-12232020.pdf


EFFICIENT GRADING AND FEEDBACK:
WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS

➢One and Done: Mention the error and explain how to correct it once. 

➢Bank Comments: Keep a bank of comments about frequent errors students make and organize 

them in groups for easy access. 

➢ Frontload Feedback: Write comments students can apply to future assignments. 

➢Conscious Use of Comments: Comment only when there is still something the student can do to 

improve the grade 

➢Avoid Surprises: Publish or distribute rubrics well in advance

➢ Less is More: Instructors should avoid the temptation to respond to everything that calls for 

adjustments or changes. 

➢Questions for Reflection: Instead of telling students what they did “wrong,” ask them to rethink their 

approach. 



EFFICIENT GRADING AND FEEDBACK:
WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS

➢ Instructors sometimes equate certain grading practices such as an authoritative tone, 

strong criticism, or copious comments with being effective. In fact, the more conscious 

and deliberate an instructor is when delivering feedback, the better that feedback 

tends to be. 

➢ Instructors often feel as though they must sacrifice effectiveness for efficiency, or efficiency 

for effectiveness. By honoring these guiding principles, instructors will realize that they do 

not need to make a choice between the two. (Smith and Palenque, 2015)

➢Examples to follow…







TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL ACADEMIC WRITING 

By Brian Harries, Ph.D., and Susan Mobley, Ph.D., for 

Accelerated Learning Programs, Arts and Sciences

These tips address reoccurring errors encountered by faculty across many different courses. Concordia 

University recommends The Wadsworth Handbook for accelerated students. This handbook provides 

extensive details, and examples which are clear, easy to understand, and beneficial for written work. 

Students should become comfortable using The Wadsworth Handbook as a reference resource for papers 

and essays, regardless of length.

1. HAVE A CLEARLY DEFINED THESIS
See “Writing Essays-Using a Thesis,” in The Wadsworth Handbook



1. Do not use redundant terms (e.g., set of twins, join together, past history)

2. Do not use roundabout writing (e.g., to make a long story short, due to the fact)

3. Do not use unnecessary words (e.g., absolutely, basically, like)

4. Do not use all-encompassing words that are usually inaccurate (e.g., everyone, 

always, never, constantly)

5. Do not use conversational terms (e.g., stuff, a lot, really, so as I was saying)

6. Use appropriate collegiate-level vocabulary that will improve the concise style

.

7.  KEEP YOUR SENTENCES UNDER CONTROL



EASY STEPS TO USE AUDIO
MINIMUM OF 30% SAVED TIME

1. Go to Voice Record

2. Record the message to the student

3. In Feedback to Learner hit + and to go Insert Local file

4. Click on File Saved Sound message

5. It loads in Feedback to Learner, hit submit: Done
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QUESTIONS?  
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FOR MORE INFORMATION…
• CELT Blog  

• https://celt.cuw.edu/

• Dr. Diana Belscamper, Instructional Development Specialist - Distance Learning and 

Teaching

• Diana.Belscamper@cuw.edu 262.243.1802

• Dr. Kate Robertson, Instructional Development Specialist

• Catherine.Robertson@cuw.edu 262.243.2082

• Sandra Jahns, Department of Communication/Arts & Sciences

• Sandra.Jahns@cuw.edu 262.243.2001
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